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Letter from the Editor
Dear Readers,

This is my first semester as editor of The
Blueprint. Along with a young staff, I’m learning as
I go. Although we’re fairly green, everyone has been
putting a lot of effort into making this a great semester
for the magazine.
The staff and I are covering several topics this
issue, most that directly impact Lincolnites.
The bike stories are especially interesting to me
because I grew up in a town of 2,000 people, and I
could ride my bike on any sidewalk or street in town
without being concerned about my safety. Actually, I
probably could have taken a nap on the road in front
of my house at any time of the day, and I would have
had a greater chance of getting struck by lightning
than of getting hit by a car.
I hope readers who have similar cycling
experiences as I did growing up, as well as seasoned
cyclists, will benefit from our stories this issue. Because
alternative means of transportation are becoming
more popular in cities nationwide, it’s important that
we be informed about the ways to get around other
than personal automobiles.
In addition, we have a story this semester on
two bridges in our area. Bridge safety has been a huge
concern for the public after the bridge collapse in
Minnesota, so we thought it would be appropriate to
delve into the details of what keeps local bridges safe.
I thank you for picking up this issue and hope
you enjoy the articles the staff has worked on this
semester. The staff and I are always interested in what
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our audience wants to read, so I encourage you to
email me at nrichar5@bigred.unl.edu if you have
ideas for topics that you think would be beneficial to
include in our future issues.
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Student Profile
Daniela Cadore
by MichaelaMcBride
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Daniela Cadore, a senior
civil engineering major from
Fortaleza, Brazil, is spending
the semester at the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln through
an exchange program with her
university, Universidade Federal
do Ceará.
“In the spring, American
students go to Brazil and during
fall semester, Brazilian students
come here,” Cadore said. “I
had the opportunity to have a
UNL student in my house for
two months, and I will spend all
semester here.”
Cadore said hosting a UNL
exchange student in her home
prior to coming here helped her
with the transition when she
arrived in August.
“I met a lot of UNL students
in Brazil when they were
participating in this program,
so I knew about the culture and
the university. This helped me
because I could learn about the
language and the culture that I
am living now,” Cadore said.
Even though Cadore had
the opportunity to interact with
UNL students before she arrived,
she experienced some challenges
when she moved to Lincoln.
“The first challenge was the
language. In the first week I had
difficulties understanding some
classes, to understand specific
engineering words,” she said.
With the help of her
professors, friends and especially
her adviser, Marilena Carvalho,
Cadore has overcome these
issues and is doing well.
“Now I can understand all
classes. It is not just this, I can

also understand what people
say,” she said. Cadore also said
her English is more natural and
easier for her to speak than when
she arrived.
Cadore really enjoys civil
engineering.

“Everything is new and
different for me, so I am trying
to enjoy everything,” she said.
Cadore is especially struck
by the resources available to
students at UNL.
“One thing that impresses

photo: Matt Buxton

“I don’t know exactly when
or why I chose civil engineering,
but I know that I made the right
choice. I love engineering and
every(thing) that is related to it,”
she said.
The research that Cadore
does in the asphalt laboratory
adds to her experience at UNL.
“Basically, I am helping out
the graduate students with their
projects by separating materials
that they need for their asphalt
mixtures or other needs. I am
also learning about the tests that
they are performing and the
significance of each test,” she
said.
Classes, research, studying
and hanging out with friends
keep Cadore busy during the
week.
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me everyday is the structure
of the university; we have
everything that we need,” she
said.
At the end of the semester,
Cadore will return to Brazil to
finish her undergraduate degree
in civil engineering. She said
she hopes to return to UNL to
get her master’s degree in civil
engineering because she has had
such a positive experience here.
“International
Affairs
sponsors many activities so these
students can get to know other
international and American
students,” she said. “I think it is
such a great opportunity to learn
about American culture and also
improve my background in civil
engineering.”

Student Profile
Erin Hammons
by AshleyJohnson

Houston ... we have an intern.
For Erin Hammons, the greatest
benefit of interning is understanding
the real world of engineering.
Hammons, a junior mechanical
engineer at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, worked as a
quality engineering intern
at the NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt, Md.
She worked mainly
with the Solar Dynamics
Observatory, a nearEarth satellite scheduled
to launch in December
2008. She also worked
on the James Webb
Space Telescope, the
Hubble Space Telescope
Service Mission 4 and the Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter.
As a quality engineering
intern, Hammons had many
responsibilities. She assisted senior
engineers with mechanical and
electrical integration support and
carried out many tests on spacecraft
components. She wrote or reviewed
many types of documents, such
as problem reports, procedure
deviations and work orders.
While performing duties
that required her to work on the
flight structure, Hammons was
required to wear a “bunny suit.”
A bunny suit covers everything
on the worker except their eyes.
Hammons had to wear this type
of suit when she worked in a
Class 10,000 clean room, which
is an extremely controlled, sterile
laboratory. Its temperature and
humidity are constant, and the
room is surrounded by air filters
to keep the air in the room as pure
as possible. The room is designed
to never allow more than 10,000
particles larger than .5 microns per
cubic foot of air in.
Erin learned many valuable
lessons while working for NASA.

“My favorite part was working
on actual NASA missions with
people who were as passionate
about their jobs as I was. I worked
with many fantastic engineers who
were always willing to help me
learn.”

courtesy photo

Hammons also learned the
immense value of teamwork.
She noticed that all the engineers
worked diligently to help the
project succeed.
Dennis D. Schulte, a professor
of engineering at UNL, says that
internships have many benefits for
a student.
“First and foremost, internships
give you a taste of engineering
in the real world,” Schulte says.
“Secondly, internships can give you
a feel for the application of certain
aspects of courses you have taken
or will take.”
Hammons said she gained
an invaluable sense of confidence
and understanding about the
engineering world during her
internship. She said she is better
able to understand the relationship
between her engineering classes
and a real engineering job. She is
able to apply what she learned at
NASA to her courses.
“I think internships are the most
important thing an undergrad can
do. I would definitely recommend
taking an internship wherever you
can get one,” Hammons said. “It’s
hard work, but it’s worth it!”
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Tech
Guru
BrianNeilson

Not long ago, Internet Explorer
and Netscape Navigator were the
only browsers most people knew
about. But when Mozilla Firefox
first came out, I fell in love with
it. Microsoft has caught up to the
usefulness of Firefox with Internet
Explorer 7. But when I tried the
new Netscape Navigator 9, I was
blown away. Here are some pros
and cons of the browsers.
Internet Explorer 7 is a vast
improvement over the previous
version. Tabbed browsing is a
feature previously lacking, and
the “New Tab” button is great. A
thumbnail view of all open tabs
is available. Internet Explorer will
automatically scale pages to print.
The browser now has a built-in
search engine. However, my favorite
feature is Page Zoom.
Visibly, Firefox 2 is about
the same as the original Firefox.
However, it has built-in phishing
protection. The built-in search
engine box now gives suggestions
as you type. Links open in new tabs
by default. When you type into
web forms, spell check highlights
misspelled words. Numerous
extensions are available to customize
the browser. One drawback I
noticed is that Web pages created in
Microsoft Publisher do not display
correctly.
The Netscape Navigator 9
looks like Firefox 2. But Navigator
has several features that put it over
the top. A URL correction feature
now prompts the user’s typing
errors, like googlecom instead of
google.com. The File menu allows
you to restart Navigator without
losing current tabs. The stop and
reload buttons are combined in
one place. Next to it is a “New Tab”
button, but it is not as conveniently
placed as Internet Explorer’s. One
final cool feature of Navigator is
that text areas in Web forms can be
resized by dragging the lower right
corner.
Futures look bright for web
surfers using any of these browsers.
Try them all and see which one you
like best.
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Mechanism Improves
Cyclists’ Performance
by KhoaChu

Bicycles come in many forms and
shapes. New bicycles appear on the market
every year with technological improvements.
One professor in the College of Engineering
at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln is studying
improvements on cyclists’ pedaling efficiency.
He is working on improving the efficiency of
power transmission of the pedaling path through
the use of an optimal linkage design using
symmetric four-bar, which is pictured below.

When
cyclists
pedal,
they
create
pedal paths. The pedal path is the motion
of the pedal when a force is applied.
Carl Nelson is a professor in the Department of
Mechanical Engineering at UNL. Prior to UNL, he
attended Purdue University. In his research, Nelson
is working on a crank mechanism to eliminate dead
center positions caused by a perpendicular force
applied by the cyclist to the pedal. Due to these
two dead center positions, the cyclist tires easily.

C A RL N ELSO N I N T ER V IE W
BP: Was this research conducted by yourself or with
UNL students?
Nelson: This research was an individual project that
I started shortly after coming to UNL.
BP: When and how did you come up with the idea?
Nelson: I came up with the idea during 2005. I
was interested in bicycles and decided to start a
project to design a mechanism to increase the rider’s
efficiency.
BP: When did you finish writing a paper on the
bike research?
Nelson: I finished the research paper in 2006, and
it came out in September of that year.
BP: What goal do you have for this project?
Nelson: The goal that I want to accomplish in
this research is to design a mechanism that will use
full advantage of the force applied to the pedal.
I want to eliminate dead center positions on the
rider’s motion and improve the transmission ratio
in the cyclist’s performance. This research is still a
prototype and in the works. Hopefully, if successful,
then it would change the way cyclists perform.

F OR M ORE I N F OR M A T IO N
A video of this prototype experiment can be seen on Nelson’s lab website:
http://robots.unl.edu/Nelson/www/index.htm
Information on Dr. Nelson’s current research projects:
http://www.engr.unl.edu/me/faculty/carl_nelson/carl_nelson.html
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Alumni insights

Tips for success

by HannahPeterson

Where do you go when you’re
not exactly sure where you want to
end up?
It’s normal to feel overwhelmed
and have a hard time deciding
which off-stream to take when it
comes to education. Right out of
high school, students are expected
to dive into a fast-moving current
that has the potential to take them
places or wash them up on some
unknown shore. It is a real wakeup call for some. But do not fear;
there are many students who have
been in the same situation in the
past and have made it out alive.
Before you sink into the river
of denial, take some time to learn
some “career swimming lessons”
from engineering alumni who have
stayed afloat long enough to land
their respective career positions in
the work force. Taking their words
of wisdom and putting them to
good use could potentially make
your college-to-career transition
flow a lot smoother.

J o h n D u nn 1 9 7 0

John Dunn could have been
described as a very committed
student back in his day. Although
it has been 37 years since he walked
the campus as an undergrad, Dunn,
now retired, still maintains a close
relationship with the faculty and
current students at the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Dunn transferred to UNL
his junior year of college. He had
started off in Kearney not knowing
what his definite career path
would be. He said he had always
considered teaching and coaching
but never regretted switching
schools and majoring in chemical
engineering.
Joining organizations proved
to be beneficial for Dunn as he met
new people and got more involved
with students who had similar
goals and interests. In college, he
was a member of the American

Institute of Chemical Engineering
student chapter, which introduced
him to other students that had
similar career goals.
John was born in Iowa, but
was like many UNL students who
hold high self-esteem in being a
proud Husker. Dunn said looking
back, he has many fond memories
of fall traditions, watching football

biodiesel, ethanol, soybean oil and
meal, corn sweeteners, flour and
other value-added food and feed
ingredients.
Although Dunn has been out
of school for some time, he shares
similar experiences with chemical
engineering students today.
“Studying, tests and numbers
stay the same over the years,” he

courtesy photo

games and walking across campus
every day to classes like calculus
and physics. Finding a parking spot
was difficult back then as well.
When it came to studying,
there weren’t any official groups
like the Learning Community that
is available to engineering students
today. However, he and about half
a dozen other students would meet
on an informal basis to review
together.
During his junior and senior
year at the UNL, Dunn interned
with Archer Daniels Midland
Company, which sells soybeans.
There, he was able to apply what
he was learning in the classroom to
a job. Today ADM has a premier
position in the agricultural
processing value chain. It is one
of the world’s largest processors of
soybeans, corn, wheat and cocoa,
and it is a leading manufacturer of
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said. What seems like the biggest
difference between now and then,
he said, is information technology
and the way people interact
through new communication
standards.
Today, students don’t think
twice about being able to e-mail
their professors with questions
from their dorm rooms, calling a
friend on a cell phone to study or
flipping on their wireless laptop
to research school topics on the
Internet.
Technology is constantly
growing, but Dunn said he doesn’t
feel disadvantaged compared
to today’s students. Although
he grew up without e-mail, cell
phones, pagers and PDAs, so did
everyone else. He said he realized
that technology is something an
engineer must constantly adapt to
and learn as new continued on 14
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Bridges: Two Cities

Two Perspectives

T

he engineering world
took notice when
the Interstate 35W Bridge in
Minneapolis, Minn., collapsed
during rush hour traffic on Aug. 1,
2007, killing 13 people. Engineers
in Nebraska have been working to
design new bridges that will not fail
in such a way.

H A RRIS O V ER P A SS

There has been some type of
bridge in the location of the current
Harris Overpass in Lincoln since the
1880s. The current one was built in
1955. This bridge was designed to
have a 50-year life span. Sometime
around 1999-2001, the sufficiency
rating of the bridge dropped below
50 percent, qualifying it for federal
replacement funds. The design
work for the new Harris Overpass
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by BRIANNEilson

background photo by Matt Buxton

courtesy photo City Engineering Services

began in 2004.
Minneapolis’ I-35W Bridge
was said to have “non-redundant”
supports. That means that if one
part went down, the rest of the
bridge would also fail.
Today’s Harris Overpass,
on the other hand, has redundant
supports. Each support is three
piers wide. Kris Humphrey, the
design project manager for the
Harris Overpass project, said that a
train derailment under the overpass
in the 1980s took out only one
of the piers on a side, leaving two
across to support the road. The
road on that side lowered a few feet,
but the bridge did not completely
collapse, making it much safer than
non-redundant bridges.
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“This is one reason we are
replacing the bridge all at once,”
Humphrey said. “If we only did
one side at a time, we could not put
three piers across and the bridge
would no longer be redundant.”
All of today’s new bridges in
Nebraska use nuts and bolts, rather
than the rivets used when the I-35W
Bridge was built in Minneapolis in
1967.
More heavy girders will be
added to the new bridge. Humphrey
said the new bridge is designed to
have a life span of 75 to 100 years.
Currently, the bridge features
14 expansion joints, but the new
bridge will only have two expansion
joints. Humphrey said the reason
for this is that better materials and

more testing have been developed
since the bridge was built in the
1950s.
“One reason that the bridge
is in need of replacement now is
that snow and salt got into the
expansion joints and rusted out
the trusses underneath,” Humphrey
said. “So we would like to be able to
get by with less expansion joints.”
Today’s bridge is 1,867 feet
long, and the new length will be
1,886 feet. While the current bridge
has 28 concrete piers, the new
bridge is designed to have 14. The
sidewalk on the new bridge will be
4 feet wider than the current one.
A flatter and wider median will be
built on the new bridge.
Many
safety
concerns
have been expressed at the west
touchdown of the bridge at 3rd
and O streets. The new intersection
will only allow for right turns
off the bridge onto 3rd Street. A
raised median will extend through
that intersection. For the safety
and pleasure of pedestrians under
the overpass in the Haymarket
area, there will be corrugated steel
ceilings underneath the girders
to prevent pigeons from roosting
there and making a mess.
Humphrey said the city
also looked into installing a new
anti-icing system for the roads
on the overpass. However, these
new technologies still have their
problems, so such a system will not
be installed. Instead, the city will
install dynamic message signs that
can detect ice on the streets and
alert drivers, as well as send Amber
Alerts and other information.
Construction on the O Street

frontage road began in October
2007. The overpass itself shut down
on Nov. 12th to begin construction.
Construction is projected to last
one year. Plans were also made
to accommodate the possible
new arena and convention center
planned west of the Haymarket.
Humphrey says the project is
unique because it involves two
railroad entities, it is adjacent to the
Haymarket and it ties together east
and west Lincoln.

WESTDODGEEXPRESSWAY

Unlike the Harris Overpass,
the West Dodge Project in Omaha
involves two completely new
bridges.
The new expressway bridges
begin just east of 108th Street and
end at about 131st Street. One
bridge sits on each side of the
road hanging out over the at-grade
West Dodge Road. The bridges are
one mile long and 40 feet high.
Three lanes of traffic flow on the
westbound bridge and three lanes
flow on the eastbound bridge. For
example, traffic heading west can
choose to take the expressway bridge
if it does not have a destination of
120th Street, 114th Street or the
Old Mill area. Traffic that does
have a destination on one of these
streets can take the existing groundlevel road that runs underneath the
expressway bridges. The bridge at
the 120th Street intersection was
removed completely and is now a
ground-level intersection.
Karl Burns, the public
relations project manager for the
West Dodge Project, said the bridge
was designed for a standard 80-year
life span. The concrete used in the
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abutments was the standard 47BD
(bridge design) mix of 30 percent
limestone and 70 percent gravel,
used by the Nebraska Department
of Roads on most bridges.
Burns said the expressway
bridges went through the normal
inspection procedures as they were
being constructed.
He said, “We start at the foot
and test the piling for bearing. Then
we test the concrete for the required
pounds per square inch.”
Burns said NDOR even had
inspectors at the plant. NDOR
inspected the rebar as it was
shipped. They tested the samples
through break tests.
Construction began in 2003
and the bridge opened on July 27,
2006. At the end of 2007, the final
detail work was done. This included
putting in decorative stone and
pavers, laying sod and painting
the road markings. Construction
was completed an impressive one
year ahead of schedule. Incentive
money was tied to getting the
project done on time, but Burns
credits the cooperation between
Hawkins Construction Company,
the engineering and consulting
firm HDR and NDOR as a key in
the early completion of the project.
About 80,000 vehicles per
day use West Dodge Road.
“We have recorded that 70 to
75 percent of the traffic takes the
expressway bridges, as expected,”
Burns said.
He added that the number
could soon go up to 80 percent.
Burns said, “It was a good
project, and I was glad to be
associated with it.”
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Bike
lanes:
Making
Space for
Safety
by NatashaRICHARDSON
Photo: MattBUXTON

T

he recent addition of bike lanes in Lincoln has given cyclists
the option to ride downtown. Tyler Bragg, a third year civil
engineering student at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
is a cyclist and a motorist who travels through the downtown Lincoln area. Bragg says, however, that he avoids riding in the bike
lanes during the times of day when traffic is high downtown.
“It’s scary sometimes because cars don’t stay out of those lanes,”
Bragg said.
On the flip side, Bragg also drives his automobile downtown. He
thinks the bike lanes are a good idea, but that there is no room to work
with on the streets to improve the placement of the lanes.
“Driving downtown sucks in general,” Bragg said.
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T

he downtown area in Lincoln has been expanding
and developing quickly
in recent years. These advances have
accommodated students attending
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Countless clothing boutiques,
restaurants and parking options are
becoming available; these areas surrounding campus are becoming
more appealing to students as developments continue. Included in
the downtown updates are the new
bicycle lanes.
The first steps toward the downtown Lincoln bike lanes began in
2002 as part of the Downtown
Master Plan, according to the City

One of Hoskins and Opfer’s big
endeavors was to determine if any
changes should be made to downtown parking to accommodate the
bike lanes. Through their research,
they found that one parking option
utilized with bike lanes in other
communities is back-in angle parking.
To put this to the test, Hoskins
and Opfer went out on the streets in
Lincoln and marked out bike lanes
and back-in angle stalls. They asked
drivers on the street to try backing
into the stalls for their tests.
What they found was that the
visibility wasn’t necessarily better
for the drivers with back-in angle

cyclists need to wear a helmet and
know the appropriate ways to communicate to motorists with the use
of hand signals, as well as being
alert of all that is going on around
them. Cyclists always need to be
“watching for people that don’t see
them,” Opfer said.
“The big thing for bicyclists is to
recognize that they are a vehicle on
the street. They need to follow the
same rules and regulations as if they
were in a car – stopping at traffic
signals, following all the rules. Constantly watching for the car no matter whether the car is in the wrong
or the right. The car is much bigger,
and if somebody is (going to get in

of Lincoln website.
Scott Opfer, manager of engineering services and operations for
the city of Lincoln, said most of the
planning and implementation for
the bike lanes on 11th and 14th
streets occurred during 2005.
The planning process for the bike
lanes included public meetings.
During these meetings, bike lane
placement was discussed.
Randy Hoskins, assistant city
engineer, said, “Obviously ... if we
were to start with a clean sheet of
paper, you would not end up with
the bike lanes looking like the ones
we’ve got out there.”
Opfer and Hoskins, the main
planners of the bike lanes, had to
investigate where to place the lanes
in relation to the curbs and parking,
as well as which streets to choose
for the lanes.
The streets at 11th and 14th were
chosen according to the traffic volumes of the streets, where turning
lanes are located, the affordability
of losing a lane of automobile traffic on these streets, their bus activity
and the traffic in and out of UNL,
Opfer said.

parking, and drivers in Lincoln
weren’t particularly comfortable
with that method of parking.
One key safety advantage that
cyclists have with pull-in angle
parking is the opportunity to see
backing lights.
“If you have back-in angle parking, they don’t have those reverse
lights. That was something that really stuck out,” Opfer said.
The safety of cyclists was another
concern addressed at the public
meetings. It was decided that the
bike lanes should be six feet wide.
Some bike lanes elsewhere are up
to eight feet wide, but “the wider
you get them, the more likely it is
you’re going to get vehicles that use
them,” Opfer said.
Another safety measure for the
cyclists is the inclusion of symbols
in the lanes to let motorists know
they can’t drive in the bike lanes, as
well as overhead signs.
Overall, the greatest addition to
cyclists’ safety was the process of
“setting aside an area that’s exclusively for use by bikes,” Hoskins
said.
In order to maximize their safety,

a collision), we know who’s going
to be the loser in that.”
Since the bike lanes became available in late August 2006, Opfer
and Hoskins have received mixed
feedback.
Most negative feedback has come
from motorists. Most of the issues
raised by motorists concern the loss
of a lane of automobile traffic, as
well as traffic congestion near parking garages.
As far as cyclist feedback, most
has been positive, Hoskins said.
“Most cyclists have been pretty happy with it,” Hoskins said.
“They’re glad to have their own
space on the street.”
Because the bike lanes have enhanced downtown Lincoln, Hoskins said he looks forward to the incorporation of more bike trails and
lanes. If the bike lanes gain greater
acceptance and popularity residents
of Lincoln “will see some of those
plans continue on,” he said.
“Hopefully this is like a first step
in making the town more bicyclefriendly, particularly for students
who attend the university,” Hoskins said.

“

hopefully this is like a first step in making
the town more bicycle-friendly, particularly
for students who attend the university.
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Engineering
The

Downhill Bike

A

story and graphics by MATTBUXTON

s in other sports, the
engineering of highperformance bikes draws
large budgets and a great amount
of time. This is especially true in
competitive downhill racing where
athletes are always looking for an
edge over their opponents.
The competition has kept
engineers
working
constantly
to
p r o d u c e
faster and

12
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stronger products in order for
their companies to remain viable.
Tomac Mountain Bikes, a
company based in Lincoln, Neb.,
produces
high-performance
bikes. Tomac recently designed a
high-performance downhill bike
intended for competitive use. The
Primer 220 DH will be the third
addition to the company’s current
line that includes a cross-country
bike and a mountain bike.
Joel Smith, owner of Tomac,
commented on what makes Tomac
different from large companies.
“The main (difference) is the
direct involvement we have with
all aspects of bikes development,”
Smith said.
The members of Tomac are
experienced riders and many
have competed on the
international level. From
the start to the finish
of development, their
experience and high
level of involvement
ensures that they
create a product
that will be able
to perform well
in competition.

“

The Primer, which is in the
final stages of design, is an update
to Tomac’s older Magnum 204
downhill bike. The staff liked
the Magnum for its suspension
characteristics and wanted to
optimize those properties in a new
bike. Unlike larger companies,
Tomac started designing the
Primer 220 from scratch.

would go from design on a
computer to testing of a physical
prototype and back to design
until they found an ideal build.
During some points of testing
they experienced problems that
were unexpected.
One problem they found was
with the Primer’s suspension.
Mark Landsaat, an engineer

the suspension 1 millimeter when
completely uncompressed was
greater than the force to compress
the suspension the same amount
when the bike was closer to being
fully compressed. Essentially this
meant that the bike was bottoming
out, which results in a rough and
unmanageable ride that could
possibly damage to the frame.

”

It’s not your normal Sunday afternoon ride around town bike.
The Primer
220 “is designed
for a very specific
and
unique
application: big
jumps, drop offs
and generally
extremely rough
terrain. In fact,
the end user is
typically riding
a chair lift to
access the trails,
so it’s not your
normal Sunday
afternoon ride around town bike,”
Smith said.
Simply put, downhill biking
is a race to the bottom of a steep
hill. And while skill is a major
factor in handling the terrain,
the race is a short one – meaning
the performance of the bike is
extremely important.
A major consideration in
performace is weight of the frame.
The Primer’s frame is built out
of aluminum alloy tubing. They
used both aluminum 6061 and
7005. Aluminum 7005 has higher
yield strength than Aluminum
6061, so it is used for the largest
components of the bike, including
the swing arm of the rear
suspension and the front triangle.
While Aluminum 6061 has lower
yield strength, it is easier to
machine, so the parts that require
larger amounts of machining are
made from Aluminum 6061.
During design, the Primer

The levels that
the Primer was
bottoming out
at were beyond
the range of
basic
riding.
But
because
the members of
Tomac had the
skill to push the
Primer to levels
where it would
bottom
out,
they were able
courtesy Tomac Inc.
to identify and
who worked on the Primer 220, solve the problem.
said, “We are trying to achieve
The Primer 220 DH is now
maximum travel in a package that close to being finalized and is in
is as compact as we can make it. production with planned release in
This automatically results in some 2008. It is the most complex bike
very tight tolerances between all that Tomac has produced and has
the moving parts.”
been received well by those have
The Primer 220’s suspension tested it.
has an extremely large range of
The level of attention that a
motion. This range of motion, small company like Tomac can
or travel, allows the rider to offer to the process of development
handle greater obstacles while allows them to develop the most
maintaining high speeds. Most competitive product that they
bikes have about 80 millimeters of can deliver. And in competitive
travel while the Primer has about sports, it is absolutely essential
200 millimeters of travel.
that a company delievers the
While testing a prototype, they most competitive product to the
found that the resistance in the athletes.
rear suspension would deteriorate
“Especially in downhill racing,
at an exponential rate. This means where typically you’re talking
that the suspension offered normal hundredths of a second,” Landsaat
resistance to a certain point, at said, “the performance of the bike
which the suspension would can be the difference between
begin to compress more and more being on top of the podium and
quickly.
not being on the podium at all.”
The amount of force to compress
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inventions are discovered.
Shortly after graduating,
Dunn became a lead designer at
a refinery where he was surprised
to learn how many of the basic
elements he learned in college
applied to his work. John became
director of human resources for
ExxonMobil Products & Research
Department
in
Paulsboro,
N.J. There, he enjoyed being
the supervisor of electrical and
instrumental engineering as well as
being a part of career development
for research.
He continued his involvement
at UNL and has served as secretary
and president of the Chemical
Engineering Advisory Board, was
an active member of the UNL
Alumni Association and is a
member of AIChE. He also received
the Outstanding Alumnus Award
at the University of Nebraska’s
Celebration of Excellence.
In Dunn’s first year of college,
he thought about becoming a
teacher. Ironically, he has found
ways to combine his love for
engineering with the desire to
work with students. Being both
a great public speaker and caring
for students himself, Dunn takes
the time to come back and consult
undergraduates on how to be
successful in his field so they are
ready by the time they graduate.
He tells the students to “stick with
it.”
One of his main tips for
engineering students is to get off
to a fast start. Whether it be with
school, an internship or work, it is
much easier to start off well and
keep a good standing rather than
work up from the very bottom, he
said.
“Engineering will open lots of
doors,” Dunn said.
“Of course, GPA also helps
to open doors,” he said. He
encourages students to practice
communication skills and to be

From 7

able to express their talents and
accomplishments in an interview.
“As a senior, a student should
utilize the Career Center, get on
the Web and network through
classmates,” he said.

MindyYechout2002

Continuing
along
the
timeline of engineering alumni is
an individual only five years out of
college. Mindy Yechout, an Omaha
native, received her bachelor of

courtesy photo

Although
he
admits
that engineering is very time
consuming, he has enjoyed his
career and advises students to
decide early on where they want to
put their time and effort.
Dunn is currently enjoying his
retirement on the west coast of St.
Petersburg, Fla., enjoying golf and
the 362 days of sunshine a year in
his leisure time.
Dunn and his wife, Nancy,
donate scholarship and fellowship
funds to support chemical
engineering
students
today.
They are members of the UNL
Chancellor’s Club and the NU
President’s Club, and Dunn also
helped establish the Alumni
Excellence Fund.
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science in chemical engineering
from UNL in May 2002.
“I knew I wanted to pursue
a degree in chemical engineering
because I was good at math
and science in high school, and
chemistry was always my favorite
class,” Yechout said. In addition,
her father was a civil engineer, and
she thought chemical engineering
was a perfect fit for her talents and
interests.
Looking back on high school,
Yechout recalls that school came
rather easily for her. That is why
when she entered college, she
brought bad study habits along.
High school tests had been easy,
while college tests and the amount
of study time served as a true wake-

Current students could learn a great deal from experts in their area of study. Networking
is key. Visit the Career Center located in the union to take the next step towards a better
resume and cover letter and talk with as many people about their similar experiences in your
field. Who knows if they will be the individual who helps you land a job someday. Learning
to interact socially with co-workers is just as important as doing your homework. It is true
that the only dumb question is the question that remains unasked. So explore, ask questions,
and take hold of your future.
-Source: UNL Career Services
up call, she said.
“Study as much as you can
in high school, not only to learn
the material, but to develop good
study habits,” she said.
She recommended flashcards,
meeting with other students and
doing homework as true essentials
while in college.
Yechout sympathized that an
undergraduate’s first year is the
most difficult because students are
away from home for the first time,
gaining independence and learning
how to manage their life.
“Stick with it and push
through your first and second years
because the rewards are worth it,”
Yechout said.
She had the opportunity to
intern her sophomore year in
college at HDR Engineering in
Omaha. She learned about this job
simply by networking. HDR is a
nationwide engineering consulting
company.
She
worked
in
the
environmental
department
for a summer. Her primary
assignment was to help design
wastewater lagoons for feedlots.
There were a lot of other little
tasks she worked on that consisted
of data entry and manipulating
spreadsheets in Excel.
“Interning with several people
will help you find a career field that
suits you earlier on,” she said.
Yechout said students – even
freshmen – should start interning
so they have plenty of real-world
experience by the time they
graduate.
“It is also reassuring to know
that your education is leading you
to a career you will enjoy,” she
said.
She also had the opportunity
for a second internship the
summer of her junior year with
Enron, where she was on a facility

planning team. Yechout said that
after spreading the word that
she was looking for a part-time
engineering position, she ended up
hearing about and obtaining the
position simply through people
she knew.
She said as a senior, she was
still learning many new concepts,
and the projects were definitely
more challenging, but the third
and fourth years were still easier
than the first and second.
One of the classes that Yechout
remembers as being very beneficial
was Fluid Transport with Hendrik
Viljoen. She completed her senior
project with Viljoen by creating a
pizza oven for his backyard. They
used Fluent, a computational fluid
dynamics software. She said her
professor did a great job explaining
how to apply engineering elements
to real-life situations.
With more experience under
her belt and plenty of work to
balance with school, she prepared
for graduation. She started out by
sprucing up her resume, spreading
the word to all friends, family,
past co-workers and faculty that
she was job hunting, and utilizing
career fairs.
Yechout thought she would be
able to turn her internship at Enron
into a full-time position until the
company faced bankruptcy in
2001.
“Although a person might have
a good idea where they are going
with their education or career, it
is always good to have a back up
plan,” she said.
After graduating, Yechout
joined Northern Natural Gas in
Dec. 2003 as a facility planner.
She was promoted to manager
of facility planning in May
2006. Northern hires chemical,
mechanical and civil engineers.
Her team evaluates existing
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system capacity availability to
accommodate customer capacity
requests. Yechout and her team
also minimize or eliminate impacts
to customers during maintenance
activities by modeling pipeline
flows
and
recommending
alternatives to existing pipeline
operations.
“The goal of the facility
planning team is to identify the
best solution at the lowest cost,”
she said.
In addition to working with
her facility team, Mindy has a
lot of face-to-face time with the
customer.
Yechout said early in an
engineer’s career, his or her job may
be from 8 a.m.-5 p.m., but if they
get promoted later on, it is hard
not to work extra hours. However,
Mindy said she loves what she is
doing and has worked hard to get
where she is today.
When asked if UNL prepared
her for the work force, Yechout
said that in college engineers learn
equations, about 25 percent of
which are used in the real world.
Young engineers must focus on the
fundamentals and learn to accept
new challenges, too. She added
that building a work ethic is also
valuable. It is a point of pride in
the Midwest and a quality that
other regions look fondly upon.
Yechout has called upon
the skills she learned in public
speaking courses and leadership
positions in AIChE and Neihardt
Hall at UNL.
“Being able to socially adapt to
changes and new career situations
is beneficial compared to those who
simply know the fundamentals of
their work,” she said. “People who
are hard workers in engineering,
and who can also communicate
effectively are in high demand in
this field.”
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